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Abstract

The study was devoted to the problem of debris bed coolability arising from
severe accident at nuclear power reactor.

After reactor core melting occurs and subsequent debris bed is formed in the
lower plenum of RPV it is important to confine this debris bed inside RPV
boundary.

One of the possible accident scenarios assumes the interaction between
coolant and molten core materials resulting from rapid melt quenching, freezing
and fragmentation. Particulated fuel and steel may subsequently settle on available
surfaces within the reactor vessel, forming debris porous beds which produce
radioactive decay heating. In case of severe core degradation, such heat transfer
mechanisms as radiation, conduction and natural single-phase convection may
appear to be insufficient and coolant boiling may happen on the surface or inside
the bed.

Depending on rate of heat generation there may be sufficient debris cool
down or its "dryout" which pose a danger for RPV integrity.

The study considers development of 2D numerical code capable to predict
coolant saturation as a function of different parameters. Analysis of previous
activities on one-dimensional and multi-dimensional models was done. On the
basis of the analysis it was concluded that the correct prediction of the debris
saturation on dryant power requires two-dimensional numerical simulation
considering the processes like two-phase convection, capillary effects, different
models of permeability, different models of heat transfer between solid debris and
coolant, non-homogeneity of parameters porous medium, heat and mass transfer
between debris bed and a highly porous gap along the inner RPV surface. Particular
attention was given to consideration of boundary conditions for debris bed.

Introduction of the analytical model for dependence of gap properties on heat
flux from debris bed allowed to create an algorithm for use in numerical
calculations and finally to develop a code which allowed for stable and accurate
results.

The two dimensional code DECO-2D based on fully implicit numerical
scheme with no limit to the size of a time step and numerical conservation features
in mass and energy was created as a result of the study.

Computations using DECO-2D demonstrate the significant gap effect in the
fluid flow, yielding inflow towards the dryout region from the bottom in addition to
the flows from sides and upper directions.

Because of that it was found that critical flux for debris bed was much greater
than for debris without gap.
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INTRODUCTION

Boiling of liquid coolant in porous medium may be an important process during severe

accident in a nuclear reactor. One of the possible accident scenarios assumes the interaction

between coolant and molten core materials resulting in rapid melt quenching, freezing and

fragmentation. Particulated fuel and steel may subsequently settle on available surfaces within the

reactor vessel, forming debris porous beds. The fuel in these debris beds will be heated by

radioactive decay of fission products. In case of severe core degradation, such heat transfer

mechanisms as radiation, conduction and natural single-phase convection may appear to be

insufficient and coolant boiling may occur within the bed. If boiling is adequate to remove the

generated heat then debris temperature will remain at the coolant boiling point and thermal attack

on supporting structures will be avoided.

For higher heat generation rates the debris bed may locally dry up. Because of low

thermal conductivity of dry debris, high temperature gradients are expected in this instance. Thus

dryout indicates the potential for reactor vessel failure. The bed power at which some part of the

bed just becomes dry is called the "incipient dryout power" or simply "dryout power".

Extensive investigations of dryout in particulated beds have been performed over the last

years both analytically and experimentally. The review may be found in [1]. In the same work,

previous research is generalized and developed into a one-dimensional model of boiling in

vertical porous channels. The model includes the effects of a both laminar and turbulent flow,

two-phase friction, and capillary force. It is able to predict saturation (liquid fraction) within the

bed as a function of elevation and incipient dryout power as well. It can be applied to either

uniform or stratified beds, with either large or small particles.

In general, one-dimensional modeling gives a satisfactory description of boiling in

vertical porous channels. However, in some situations it is necessary to take into account a

number of specific factors. First, multi-dimensional effects may be important which are

associated with space inhomogeneity of boiling in a debris bed. Due to non-uniform porosity and

heat generation, circulation and space redistribution of vapor and coolant may take place. These

effects were experimentally observed and reported in literature, e.g. in papers [2,3]. Analysis and

numerical simulation of two-phase convection in porous medium, reported in [4,5], show that the

above effects can lead to noticeable increase of incipient dryout power.



Second, one-dimensional models are insufficient for correct accident analysis if debris

bed has a complex structure. Such was the case with TMI-2 accident. Calculations reported in [6]

predicted vessel failure and could not account for rapid cooling rates observed in the

metallurgical examination of the TMI-2 reactor vessel. This confirms that some additional debris

cooling occurred which is not considered in the currently used codes. To explain the

disagreement of calculations with observations a rapid cooling mode was postulated to take place

during the accident. In this mode gaps or channels between the lower debris crust and the vessel

allow relatively high flow rates. As a result, both the vessel and outer portions of debris are

rapidly cooled whereas interior portions of debris may still be hot. A similar situation was

observed in experiments [2,3]. When a stratified particulated bed was flooded from top or

bottom, quench front traveled faster near the wall because of higher permeability there.

Therefore for correct prediction of the debris saturation on dryout power the two-dimensional

numerical simulation is needed, which must include into consideration the following processes:

• Two-phase convection, when different regions of the medium are filled-up with water, steam,

or both water and steam;

• Different models of permeability;

• Heat generation in solid phase and different models of heat transfer between solid "frame"

and coolant;

• Capillary effects;

• Non-homogeneity of parameters of porous medium;

• Heat and mass transfer between debris bed and a highly porous gap along the inner vessel

surface.

The latest demand is very difficult for a direct numerical simulation because of a gap

behavior strongly differ from the debris one. It is needed a fine numerical grid near the debris bed

- gap boundary to conjugate heat and mass fluxes between the debris and the gap. This

requirement results in a large number of numerical meshes and consequently in a big time of

numerical solution.

We propose another way for solution of this problem based on effective boundary

condition (BC) for debris bed. This BC uses analytical model of heat transfer in the gap [7-9]

described briefly below.



1. ANALYTICAL MODEL OF HEAT TRANSFER IN A GAP

The analytical model is based on the following primary assumptions: (i) the gap is

hemispherical in shape and homogeneous, (ii) the debris-gap interface is impermeable, (iii) heat

transfer is mainly due to coolant boiling and (iv) capillary effects are negligible.

The lower head of a reactor vessel with radius R is occupied by core debris up to a level

with an angle S, (see fig.l). A layer of possibly subcooled coolant locates over the debris. A

narrow gap of width h (h « R) separates debris bed from the inner vessel surface. The gap is

isolated from debris by a thin impermeable wall with ideal thermal conductivity. The last

assumption greatly simplifies analysis as boiling within the gap may be investigated in its own

right, separately from processes in debris bed.

Fig.l. A sketch for analyzed

situation.

Boiling in the gap is due to decay heat, which is transferred from debris bed with flux

density q . Formation of an isothermal two-phase region accompanies boiling. It is worth noting

that under subcooled conditions over the debris bed, a transient single-phase region may be

formed in the upper portion of the gap. Temperature in it changes from the boiling point down to

a subcooled value. As shown in [1], this portion appears to be small relative to reactor vessel size.

Therefore, in further analysis we will consider that two-phase region stretches over all range of

angles from Oto 9,.

It is essentially that the gap width is small compared to vessel radius. In this case a

transverse structure of boiling two-phase region is not important. We can consider that heat is

generated uniformly in the gap volume with effective power q v=q / h. Besides, one should keep

in mind that modern safety systems at nuclear power plants have possibility for external cooling



of reactor vessel. For taking this into account, q will further imply some effective heat flux,

which is entirely spent on evaporation. Neglecting the transverse structure, we will describe

boiling by averaged equations for volume-heated porous medium in the gap. Steady state

equations of mass conservation have the form

pfdivVf=-qv/r , pvdivfv = qv/r , (1.1)

where V is superficial velocity which depends on pressure gradient and gravity head. The

particular form of this dependency is the most important equation in modeling a fluid flow

through a porous medium. Various equations for superficial velocity has been proposed in

literature. A good reputation has obtained a relation which combines Blake-Kozeny equation for

laminar, and Burke-Plummer equation for turbulent single-phase flow (see [1])

(1.2)

Ko = (d2/!50\s3/(l-ef), M0={d/l. 15^/{\-a)). (1.3)

Here g is acceleration of gravity, p is density, p is pressure, v is kinematic viscosity;

Ko and Mo are absolute permeabilities of porous medium for laminar and turbulent flow,

correspondingly. Absolute permeability is defined by average particle diameter d and porosity s.

The first and second terms in right-hand of (1.2) are the laminar and turbulent components,

respectively.

Equation (1.2) must be modified for two-phase flow which actually takes place under

boiling conditions. The flow area occupied by one phase will reduce that available for another

fluid. Hence, an increase of friction will occur. An extensive experimental and analytical

investigation shows that, generally, single-phase equation can be modified by multiplying the

absolute bed permeability by dimensionless attenuation coefficient. This coefficient is called

relative permeability and depends upon saturation, i.e. the liquid fraction in the flow area between

particles. There is separate relative permeability for coolant and for its vapor. Designating



relative permeability for laminar flow as k, and for turbulent flow as m, we come to the

following equation for superficial velocity

g-Vp/p^vV/(Kok)+V\V\/(Mom) . (1.4)

Expressions (1.4) and (1.1), integrated across the gap, give a basic set of equations for

analysis. It is assumed below that the flow is symmetric about vessel axis. In addition, capillary

effects are neglected so that pressure drops in liquid and vapor phases are equal. The equations

may be rewritten in the form similar to the case of boiling in one-dimensional vertical porous

channel. After introducing a new "velocity" U = V8 sin$ and a new coordinate z = R(l-cos&)

which corresponds to elevation over the lowest point of reactor vessel (see Fig.l), we obtain

dUf jdz = -qv /rp,, dUv jdz = qy /rpr

U | U \/{Mm)+ vU/(Kk)+ p'1 (dp/dz)+g = 0 ,

where K = Ko sin2 3 ,M- Mo sin3 <9 , sini9 =

(1.5)

(1.6)

• (1-7)

The structure of equations (1.5-1.7) show that boiling in hemispherical gap is equivalent

to boiling in a stratified vertical channel with permeability K and M depending on elevation.

Note that total mass flux through any of gap cross-sections is zero, pfUf + pvUv = 0. Using this

fact and excluding pressure gradient from the set (1.5-1.7) we obtain equation for saturation s

Pv/Pi i

mAs) ' mv(s)+. |K{rhj\k,(s) kr(s) -P*)- 0-8)

In more general case a heat flux q along the gap is non-uniform, that is q=q(x) where x=z/R, and

expression (1.8) is rewritten as



0-9)

Numerical calculation allows to find from (1.9) a saturation in the gap as a function of

elevation z and then from (1.5)-(1.6) one can find a pressure in a gap. These values use as

boundary parameters for solution of equations for debris bed. It is need to emphasis that

assumption (ii) is not restriction if a gap permeability is comparatively large than debris one. In

this case a characteristic time of physical parameters establishment in the gap much less that one

in the debris and distribution of physical parameters in the gap is almost steady state because the

thermal flux q(x) is weakly change in time.

2.BASIC EQUATIONS FOR DEBRIS BED

Transport of liquid and gas in boiling in a porous heat-generating medium is described with the

following set of equations. Mass conservation equations [10-11],

momentum conservation equations,

(2.2)

Vf=-gradPf+Pf g, (2.3)

V=-gradPv+Pv g, (2.4)

and energy conservation equations,

+dvpfHfVf = +Qlf{Tt-Tf)-Qll{Tf-TIKi), (2.5)



vPvv +dv/JvHvK^aWyKtfffrtZHmH? +Qsv(Ts-Tv)-Qvi(Tv-Tsa). (2.6)

Here index / refers to the fluid, v to the gas, s to the solid "frame", index sat denotes

corresponding values at saturation, p is density , (3 is volume fraction, V is average (superficial)

velocity of the flow, P is pressure, u. is dynamic viscosity, g is gravity acceleration, His enthalpy,

T is temperature, k and r\ are permeabilities of porous medium for laminar and turbulent flow,

respectively, that depend on porosity of the medium s and on the size of the debris particles, d

(see eq.(3)), kf, kv, /%, mv are relative permeabilities of fluid and steam that depend on relative

fraction of liquid in the porous medium s=flf /e, so-called saturation. Coefficients Qsf and Qsv

determine intensity of heat transfer between frame and fluid, and between frame and vapour,

respectively; coefficients Q& and Qvl - intensity of heat transfer between inter-phase boundary and

fluid, or vapour, respectively. Intensity of vaporisation is given by

• g,(T s ~ Tsat) + Qfi(Tf- Tsal) + (2V,(Tv - Tm)

Hv -Hf

Difference between steam and liquid pressures equals to

Pv-Pf=cT(j)V2J(s), (2.8)

where cr is surface tension, and J is Leverett function [12]:

J(s) = a(s+b)'s; a = 0.38, b = 0.014, c = 0.27 (2.9)

Frame temperature is described by

dB CT
^ f f . (2.10)

where kef/is effective coefficient of thermal conductivity [13], Qsl is intensity of heat transfer

between frame and inter-phase boundary, Cs is frame's specific heat, Qvo\ is intensity of heat

generation.

Boundary conditions are following:

Top of the debris are assumed to be fully saturated (s=l), pressure distribution on top is uniform

(P=Po)- Pressure and saturation distributions in the bottom of debris correspond to analytical

ones of the gap (1.9) in accordance with local heat flux q(x) from the debris bed to the gap. BC

for temperature are commonly used.



3. NUMERICAL ALGORITHM

Grid generation

To combine the requirements of accurate discrete approximations with a high calculation rate a

good choice is to use a boundary-fitted non-uniform grid. Generation of boundary - fitted meshes

for curvilinear coordinate systems is a separate problem which will not be discussed in this report

in much detail. Meshes are generated by napping the physical domain such that each segment of

the boundary of the physical domain coincides with some coordinate line in the computational

domain. Here are two ways to do this: algebraic mesh generation and differential mesh

generation. Algebraic mesh generation locates the mesh points by some simple interpolation

scheme (see, for example,)[14]), but often can fail by excessive mesh distortion or by crossing of

mesh curves of the same family. Differential mesh generation locates the mesh points by solving

either an elliptic partial differential equation [15] or hyperbolic partial differential equation[16].

Compared to algebraic techniques it provides smoothness of the mesh.

Geometry of the problem to be solved is complicated because a large aspect ratio (debris

bed height to its diameter) may be under investigation. In this case strictly orthogonality with a

simultaneous control for node distributions is impossible. Therefore it is more convenient to use

the grids nearly orthogonal for reducing the discretization error. For generation such a kind of

smoothness nearly orthogonal meshes we used in our numerical investigation an elliptic mesh

generation which is briefly described below.

For two dimensions the basic equations for the orthogonal £,, t] coordinates are [17,18]:

(3.1)

$ V) is the distortion function which is defined as

M,rf) = NK (3-2)
where

an) Van



Two regularisation terms, sxV
2^ and e^2r/ , are added in Eqn. (3.1) as a smoothness

functional with the small control parameter ss. For the special case of'_/(£ 7) = 1 and £s= 0 , Eqn.

(3.1) is used in conform mapping. For the case j[B,,rf) = h-^/h^ and ss~ 0, Eqn. (3.1) is used in

orthogonal mapping. For the case j[^,rf) = h^lh^ and Ss& 0 (but small), Eqn. (3.1) is used for

nearly orthogonal smooth mapping.

Solution of the system (3.1) - (3.2) with appropriate boundary conditions yields the

coordinates of the grid and can be done in such a way:

1) Solving Eqn. (3.1) with j[%,rj) 1 and appropriate boundary conditions to initialise the

distributions of x{£,, rj) andy(^, V)- The resulting grid is curvilinear.

2) Using Eqn. (3.2) to find distortion function in the whole region.

3) Solving Eqn. (3.1) with/(£ V) fr°m s teP 2-

4) Apply the boundary conditions for x and y in order to find their distribution at the part at the

boundary where they are not prescribed.

5) Checking convergence and repeating, if necessary beginning from the step 2.

Because large deviations from orthogonality are to be avoided, boundary node

distributions should not be specified on more than three of the four boundaries of the

computational region [19]. Therefore we assume that the shape of the computational region is

known, but the distribution of the coordinate nodes is prescribed along part of the boundary only.

The following boundary conditions for mesh generation are used:

3c
sideBC: y = H;— = 0;

sideAB: X = Q;-Z- = Q;

side AC: 0<y< H, x = JiR2- (R - yf .

According to [20] the value of average deviation angle from orthogonality (ADO) equal

to 2° is the upper limit for the grid to be considered orthogonal. For ADO smaller than 2°, the

magnitudes of the additional terms arising due to non-orthogonality of the grid are small. We

used 51x51 grid points for the region with H= 100 cm, R = 200 cm. It takes about 25 iterations



for reducing ADO to 0.5° for inner nodes with regularisation parameter ss= 0.02. The maximum

deviation angle from orthogonality (MDO) is found to be 4.5°. Both MDO and ADO values are

small and generated grid is smooth (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. General view of the numerical grid.

In conclusion we must emphasise that some other suitable algorithm on a grid generation

can be used on this stage of numerical investigation. But time needed for boundary - fitted mesh

generation is much less than the overall time needed for the problem to be solved.

Geometric quantities and discretization procedure

An important aspect of controlling accuracy in domain is related to the method of discretization.

For example, certain geometric identities have to be satisfied accurately in the discrete sense as

well as in the continuous domain. In this respect, the Finite-Volume Approach can more easily

yield accurate and conservative approximations than the method based on the finite-differences

approach. Therefore, a finite-volume discretization method (FVM) has been used with a

consistent approximation of the geometric quantities in curvilinear coordinate system.

A general non-orthogonal coordinate system (^, r\, Q is defined (discretely) by

(3.3)



where r = (x, y, z)1 is the vector in the Cartesian coordinate system. The computational domain

(4, r\, Q is divided into uniform primary cells with mesh size AS, = Ar| = AC, =1, and the centre of

each primary cell corresponds to the indices i, j , k. In the finite-volume discretization procedure,

the integral governing equations are approximated over the computational volumes in the

physical space.

The face area-vector / of a cell is given by the quantity

( 3 '4 )

The computational coordinates / = £, r],or<^ are in cyclic order and x is the cross product

operator. The vector quantity S' has the magnitude of the area of the face and a direction normal

to it. The differential analogue is S; = (1/J)V7, where J is the Jacobian of the inverse of the

transformation (3.4) and V/ is the contra-variant base vector [21].

As Vinokur [22] pointed out, an accurate discretization should satisfy certain geometric

conservation laws. The condition that a cell is closed

S = 0 (3.5)

should be satisfied exactly in the discrete form, as well;

2> Z =0, (3.6)
faces

where the summation (with proper signs) is over all the faces of the computational cell. Equation

(3.6) may be satisfied by computing Sl from (3.4) at the centre of each face by a proper

approximation of dr I SI. For example, the area vector S ,̂ which is defined at the point (i+l/2,J,

k) may be computed by using the second-order approximation

) _
dr\J ~ 2 w'*-1

(dr) _]
V dLj ~ 2 \r-H'k r-/~u"1 + '*•'•* Xj

It is assumed that the coordinates of the cell vertices are given.



In order to ensure that the volumes of all the computational cells sum to the total volume,

the volume of each cell is computed by dividing the cell into three pyramids having in common

the main diagonal and one vertex of the cell [22]:

, M - r , I J L l w ) . (3.7)

FVM is based on the application of the integral conservation relationships to the every

computational cell. Operators of gradient from a scalar function A

g r a d ^ = \jdS-A \lV (3.8)

and of divergency from the vector function B

d ivB = U f j S - B \ l V (3.9)

must have the respective discrete analogous.

Discretization of the divergency operator (3.9) for a computational cell, which coincides

with the primary cell yields

div B = -i-{(S4 -B), -(S< -B)M

"ijk faces

where 2 implies summation (with the proper signs) over all the faces of a computational cell. The

discretization of the operator of gradient (3.8) is produced in the same manner:

gradA = J j j
vijk

t " Lj]l-A, (3.11)
'ijk faces



The above written formulae are for a general three-dimensional case. Taking into account the

circular symmetry of our problem, these formulae may be simplified in an evident manner.

Numerical solution method

A fully implicit first order method has been chosen for the time integration. Due to the

nonlinearity of the basic equations, the fully implicit integration method requires an iterative

procedure to find the unknown variables at each new time level. One can divide this procedure on

four steps.

1). After substitution of the velocity fields into transport equations for fluid and vapor the

nonlinear transport equations based on previous pressure field are solved

St
" +yf({3k

f))=-M

A, ̂ -T^-+ divP^(~«v09*)gradPn -av(/?*)gradPc
k +yr(fi

k
r))=m , (3.12)

at
where index k is for intermediate values of volume fractions.

2). These intermediate values are not satisfied the continuity requirement fij+{3v=l-ps, so the

pressure correction is needed:

^ k )0 , (3.13)

where SPn+I=:Pn+1-Pn . After solution of Poisson equation (3.13) for SP"+1 with appropriate

boundary conditions the pressure on the next time step is found as P"+I= P" +SPn+1.

3). The pressure correction yields the correction of volume fractions:

= div(af(f3
k
f)gradSP"+l),

St

o/i+l nk

St V v v



4). In the last step, the energy equations for the solid, the liquid and the vapor are solved and the

material properties are calculated.

Discretization of Eqs.(3.12) -(3.14) and solution methods are presented in details below.

Discretization of the transport equations

The continuity equation (3.12) is rewritten an integral form:

(3

where index k=f,v, corresponds to fluid and vapor respectively; Fk= A A wk is a mass flux of

fluid or vapor, p^ is the density, p\ is the volume fraction Wk is the velocity; Q^ is the source

term.

The equation (3.15) was descretisized using an implicit scheme of the first order of

accuracy (further the index k will be omitted):

/ R
nV r r i G4 TT"+I _ c f j?"+l + cnui+l _L<21 F"+1 — OnV n i
PVij ~ + S y */+l/2j ^i-\j Vi-V2j + &y'y+l/2 + ^ij-l*ij-112 ~ &ij Vij (J .

Here 5t is the time step, an index n denotes the number of a time level. S^ F approximates the

flux over the corresponding face of the (/, j) computational cell. As an example, the discrete

approximation of the mass flux in the direction t, will be considered. Let us remind that

, (3.17)
i+\/2j

where from considerations of the scheme stability the following relationships were taken:



These correspond to the so called "donor cell" approximation. The discrete approximation of

grad.P"is realized according to (3.11) using the subsidiary cell KLMN dashed in Fig. 3.

a"+x

Here Py is the value of the pressure calculated in the node (xy, y^ by a linear interpolation

procedure using its values in four neighbouring cells:

~« P»y + p" v A. p" y + p» v
p _ ij i+ij+l ij+V i+\j ^ I i+\j+V ij T l i+ljy ij+\

IJ v +v v vv +v +v +v
v ij T y i+lj T Y ij+l T K i+lj+

The quantity Py-i is defined by a similar interpolation procedure. VKLMN is the volume of the

dashed in Fig. 3 cell, while SMV,SMC,SH'andSZJI/ are the areas of its respective faces. It is

possible also to approximate them as

= 0.5 (S!^ +Sf), SNK = 0.5

and the volume of the subsidiary cell as V^j^ = 0.5 \VMj + Vtj\. It is easy to prove that these

definitions automatically satisfy to the requirement (3.6) that this subsidiary cell is closed, if the

primary cells are closed.

For the mass flux the another approximation in the direction r\ is used:

j (3.19)
0+1/2 V / 0+1/2



where from the scheme stability

The gradP" at the face S? is calculated similarly using the subsidiary cell ABCD dashed in Fig.

4:

«+l („•*.„ JT>»\ _ W 'J+l/2 I eBC Dn CAD r>« , CCD n . . O^Baij+i/2\Sraar }y+m

Here

S5C =0.5 (Sjk, + S j ) , S ^ =0.5 (SJ

Substituting the described expressions for the discrete approximations of fluxes into

(3.17) and then into (3.16), the system of nonlinear equations for unknown quantities fil+l is

obtained. The matrix of coefficients in this system has five diagonals and is sparse. This system

was solved by the method of Seidel [23]. This method is quite effective because here there is a

directed drift from debris bottom to debris top for a vapor and, as a rule, from debris top to debris

bottom for a fluid. An algorithm for calculation of the densities and pressure field at the next time

level can be described as it follows:

1). The source terms Q(j3s), coefficients a(j8s) and y(ps) in equations (3.13)-(3.14) and mass

fluxes through the faces of the cell are computed from (3.14) and (3.17) with explicit pressure

field from the previous time step P";

2). The nonlinear continuity equation for fluid and vapor are linearised and then solved by use of

Newton iteration procedure taking into account the boundary condition, which is calculated in

accordance with (1.19). Iterations for each of fraction are carried out in the flow direction of this



fraction by means of method of Seidal. On each time step the following condition must be

satisfied:

max
u

<s.

If iterations not converge then steps l)-2) repeated.

3). If convergence of iterations is achieved, an intermediate value of volume fractions considers

to be found and j3k=j3s+1.

After this Poisson equation for pressure correction (3.13) is solved.

Discretization of the Poisson equation

The Poisson equation (3.13) in integral form can be written out as

With the help of equations (4.16) and (4.19) the discrete approximation of the equation (4.20) can

be derived in the form:

8t
V

where

and the discrete approximation for E is taken in correspondence with (3.18) and (3.20).

The following boundary conditions for the potential necessary for solving the discrete

analogue of Poisson equation can be derived:

5PjNy =0 i =1, Nx (at the debris top),

SPii =0 / =1, Nx (at the debris bottom),



gradPij=O j =1, Ny, (at the debris axis),

gradPNxpO j =1, Ny, (at the right corner)

By substitution of the respective discrete approximations for the pressure 8P in (3.22) the system

of linear equations for the pressure 8/\j was obtained:

(3.23)

where A is a sparse square matrix with 9 diagonals having the size Nx Ny«Nx Ny, and B is a

vector (column) with the length Nx Ny. When calculating the inverse to the matrix A it would be

helpful to choose an algorithm accounting explicitly for that it is sparse. However, the lack of its

symmetry makes the choice more difficult. Therefore, instead of Eqn (3.23) the approximated

version of it was used:

X+1
 -PS)=-A(PS -P") + B, (3.24)

where s is the iteration number, and A is a symmetric and positively defined matrix

approximating A. It has the following elements:

,k=i

k+u

ii * //
ak,k+Nv

 =

k,k-Nv

•50^+^)



Here it was assumed that S^ • S77 « 0 because our grid is almost an orthogonal one (it should be

stressed that in the matrix A the terms S^ • S77 may not be neglected!). The equation (3.30) may

be solved by the method of Incomplete Cholessky - Conjugated Gradients method [24] allowing

for fast calculations. If xnax\Ps+ -P"\y>£ , then iteration (3.24) is repeated. In other case

convergence of iteration consider to be achieved and pressure field in the next time step consider

to be found ;*l+/=pI+7.

Discretization of the energy equation

Discretization of the energy equation is done by means of common splitting scheme on

physical process. In the first step, the transport parts of the diffusion-convection equations

(2.5),(2.6) are solved and implicit discretization of convective term is done analogy to (3.16). In

the second step, the diffusion parts of equations (2.5),(2.6),(2.10) are solved with initial values of

temperature found in previous step. Discretization of this equation is done analogy to (3.22).

It should be note that the global scheme is fully implicit and has no limit to the size of a time step

due to stability of calculations. This scheme has a first order accuracy in time and space and has

numerical conservation features in mass and energy.

4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

The numerical code DECO-2D based on present model was created and then was used for

numerical investigation of debris bed dryout with and without gap between a reactor vessel and

the debris. A number of calculations was made for various initial conditions and parameters of a

debris bed and a gap, which confirmed the efficiency of numerical algorithm created. Numerical

computations were stable in a large range of time step, therefore a fine numerical grid near debris

boundary could be used for accurately discretization of pressure and temperature gradients. An

example of typical calculation is presented below.

The configuration under investigation had a debris bed of uniform heat-generating

particles of UO2 and occupied the region with R=200 cm and H=100 cm in accordance with

geometry shown in Fig.l. A particle diameter of 1 mm, a bed porosity of 0.4 and saturation

conditions at the pressure of 0.1 Mpa have been chosen. The uniform rate of heat generation was

1 W/cm3 and didn't change in time. The top of the debris bed was at fully saturated conditions.



The bottom of debris bed was at impermeable conditions if gap absence (case 1) and permeable

conditions in accordance with analytical gap model (case 2). A particle diameter of 5 mm, a bed

porosity of 0.4 and saturation conditions at the pressure of 0.1 Mpa have been chosen for a gap.

Cubic functions for dependencies on saturation for relative permeability of vapor and liquid were

used.

Calculations show, that an intensive boiling at the first moment results in fluid flux from

the inner region of the debris bed to the outer one. Coefficient of heat transfer of debris bed

temperature is very strong. So the debris bed temperature slightly exceeds the saturation

temperature and it is quickly established to the steady state temperature (no longer then 1-2

seconds). A largest part of the heat-generating power is used for boiling, but the thermal loss due

to conductivity through the debris boundary is a little during all the time of calculations.

According to this, the saturation in the gap is close to unity and pressure distribution is close to

hydrostatical one. Therefore calculations with and without gap is slightly different from each

other. This can be demonstrated in Figs. 5-6, where mass fluxes of vapor for two cases

investigated are shown at earlier time and at steady state. Moreover mass flux distributions of

vapor are slightly changed during all times because vapor generation is directly proportional to

the debris bed temperature which quickly established in time.

Second stage is initiated after debris particles cooling near periphery. In this region

quench front is formed and then traveled to the central zone. In Figs.7-9 fluid mass flow

distribution through the upper and lower boundary is depicted for different times for the case 1

and the case 2, respectively. Quench front position can be seen in Fig.7 at radius r&130 cm,

where sign of the upper mass flux of fluid is changed. Time duration of this reflooding stage is

about 100 s, after which mass flux of fluid is established to steady state (see Figs.8-9). In steady

state the fluid intensively inflows through upper surface of the debris bed on periphery and then

is transferred near the bottom to the inner region (case 1). Another situation can be observed for

the case 2. The inflow mass flux of fluid through the lower surface is more intensive then upper

one. Its distribution on the lower surface is smooth and, as a result, fluid is transferred to inner

region more quickly in comparison with case 1.

To demonstrate this fact the saturation distributions on the axis of symmetry of the debris

bed for different times are presented in Figs. 10-12 for the case 1 and the case 2, respectively.

This distribution consists of two regions: the first one is near the bottom of the debris bed and is



more saturated by fluid, and the other one is near the top of the debris bed and is more saturated

by vapor. The position of plateau between this two region in Figs. 10-12 shows that presence of

gap leads to more intensive saturation by fluid of debris inner region.

Figs. 13-14 show the final establishment of the steady state for the center of the debris

bed for two cases investigated. In all cases the dryout region was originated in a top region of the

debris bed, but the volume of dryout region for case with the gap is less in 3.4 times then the one

for case without gap. Therefore critical heat flux for debris bed with a gap should more greater

that one for debris bed without gap.

CONCLUSION

In this report the efficient numerical method and some computational results on a problem of

debris bed cooling are presented. The two dimensional code DECO-2D based on fully implicit

numerical scheme was created to do fast and accurate calculations in a complex region on

curvilinear grid. This scheme has no limit to the size of a time step due to stability of calculations

and has numerical conservation features in mass and energy. Beside this algorithm for gap

accounting based on analytical model for dependence of gap properties on heat flux from debris

bed is developed. Gap influence on debris bed dryout is taken into account as self-consistent

boundary condition. This is correct if gap permeability is comparatively large than debris one. It

seems to be valid in a number of reasons. First, coarse (and heavy) particles settle down faster

than fine particles. Hence, mean particle size close to reactor vessel bottom may have a peak

value. Second, constructional elements close to reactor vessel bottom may hamper debris settling

directly on the inner vessel surface. This leads to formation of void regions, which is equivalent

to increase of mean particle size.

Computational results demonstrate the significant gap effect in the fluid flow, yielding

inflow towards the dryout region from the below in addition to the flows from above and side.

For this reason critical heat flux (CHF) for debris bed with a gap is more greater that one for

debris bed without gap. Experimental validation of dependence of gap parameters and debris bed

aspect ratio (height to radius) on CHF is desirable but difficult now because of lack of

experiments.



Three papers [7-9] were published on work done under the Contract. One paper is

preparing now on calculation results for publishing in "Journal of Nuclear Engineering and

Design".
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Fig. 3. Illustration to discretization procedure for gradient (^-component)

Fig. 4. Illustration to discretization procedure for gradient (r\ -component)
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Fig.5 Mass flux distribution of vapor on the top surface of the debris bed at t=25 s. A - with
the gap, O - without the gap.
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Fig. 6 Steady state mass flux distribution of vapor on the top surface of the debris bed. A
with the gap, O - without the gap.
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Fig.7 Fluid mass flux distribution at time t=25 s on the top surface (1) and on the lower
surface (2) of the debris bed. Dashed line - with the gap, solid line - without the gap.
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Fig. 8 Fluid mass flux distribution at time t=125 s on the top surface (1) and on the lower
surface (2) of the debris bed. Dashed line - with the gap, solid line - without the gap.
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Fig.9 Steady state of fluid mass flux distribution on the top surface (1) and on the lower
surface (2) of the debris bed. Dashed line - with the gap, solid line - without the gap.
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Fig. 10 Saturation distribution on the axis of symmetry of the debris bed at t=25 s. Dashed line
with the gap, solid line - without the gap.
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Fig. 11 Saturation distribution on the axis of symmetry of the debris bed at t=125 s. Dashed line
with the gap, solid line - without the gap.
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Fig. 12 Steady state saturation distribution on the axis of symmetry of the debris bed. Dashed line
with the gap, solid line - without the gap.
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Fig. 13 Steady state saturation distribution for debris bed without the gap.

Fig. 14 Steady state saturation distribution for debris bed with the gap.


